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Depth Modules: D40X, D415, See Page 2

The report was revised to include technical modifications.


E466025-A17-CB-2 issued on 2021-04-19

Date: 2021-05-06
Original Issue Date: 2018-08-20

Signature: Jolanta M. Wroblewska
Additional Model(s):
Depth Modules: D40X, D41X (except for D415), D415, D42X, D43X, RS40X, RS41X (except for RS415), RS415, RS42X, RS43X
Vision Processor D4 Board: D4 Board
IEC only: Tracking Module: T150

Where X may be any alphanumeric character or blank representing non safety-critical features.

Additionally evaluated to:

Summary of Modifications:
The original report was modified to include the following changes/additions:
Amendment 1 (Technical):
- Changed the label manufacturer and type to BRADY Corp Asia Pte Ltd., type B-416A
- Added alternate Flexible Printed Wiring Board (optional) manufactured by Intel, type PC0601702
- Removed factory, NAMUGA PHU THO TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
- Included the latest National Differences
- Replaced IEC 60825-1 CBTC and CBTR, Enclosure, Supplement IDs. 8-01 and 8-02

Additional information (if necessary)